Master Drum Key

---

**Drums**

Bass 2  Bass 1  Floor tom 2  Floor tom 1  Tom 3  Snare  Tom 2  Tom 1  Additional toms

**Modifiers**

Cross-stick  Ghost  Accent  Marcato  Flam  Drag  Rimshot  Click sticks  Rim  Electronic pad

**Cymbals**

HH/foot  Ride  Ride bell  Hi-hat  Crash  Crash 2  Splash  China  Tambourine  Cowbell

**Cymbal Modifiers**

Crash ride  Crash w/tip  Crash bell  Choke crash  Let ring  Splash HH  Loose HH  Open HH  Closed HH  Open/close HH

**Section Modifiers**

Fixed hi-hat tension/ride modifier for a section  Loose HH for several notes  Loosen hi-hat

**Rolls**

Open roll  Open roll (written out)  Buzz roll/Closed roll  Buzz roll/Closed roll (written out)

Single-stick buzz  Crushed buzz  Slowing down  Speeding up  Crescendo roll  Drop-away buzz

*Applies to all drums. For detailed explanations and demonstrations, visit: www.onlinedrummer.com/drum-key/